
ACDIKE WROTE TO GLOBE1234 ABOUT PURSUING LEGAL ACTION 4/26/2015 

 

Wandering about Your Posting of Erroneous Information about my Person 

from: Anthony Dike acdike@hotmail.com 

 

Attachments 

Apr 26  

 

to corrections@globe1234.com 

 

Hello Mr Paul Burke, 

I saw your directory listing of ACO, in which all the other ACOs you had described their ACO specific information, and in the Case 

of Meridian Holdings,Inc., you when further to being very specific about Anthony C. Dike, MD, and the issue he had with SEC, 

which has nothing to do with ACO. 

Please bear in mind that Anthony C. Dike, MD, was never found guilty of any crime, and the matter with SEC was settled. Also, the 

information you had about payment made to SEC is inaccurate, and I will request that you remove my name from your directory with 

immediate effect. 

Also you should delete all the information you have on the directory that was not part of the information issued by CMS about ACOs.. 

 

Specifically, I will request that you delete the entire paragraph listed below from your database 

 

"Anthony C. Dike, MD, FACP, Chief Medical Officer, 4477 West 118th Street, Suite 304, Hawthorne, CA 90250, 323-295-

5062, meho.com in Hawthorne, California, is comprised of ACO group practices and networks of individual ACO practices, 

with 60 physicians.  In 2009 Dr. Dike paid a $25,000 penalty on an SEC case against Meridian Holdings, Inc. "The 

Commission's complaint, filed on September 28, 2007, alleged that the financial statements filed with Meridian's 2004 second 

and third quarter reports caused Meridian to materially overstate it assets and represent it had significant gains, when, in fact, 

it should have reported losses." sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/2009/lr20898.htm meho.com         0.10  CA+? 

 

If you are basing your information from what you had read from SEC website, them you should also include what we have on the 

internet regarding this matter, for which I have included the url, http://www.meho.com/secmatter.pdf as well as attached additional 

information for you to read. 

If you continue to  publish this matter on you after reading these documents, I will seek legal action against you. 

Yours truly 

Anthony C.Dike, MD, FACP 

323-252-2784 

 

2 Attachments 

attachment dsp_Ombud_sba2012.pdf 

attachment SBA_Ombudsman_Follow-up-letter_to_SEC_Letter_Dated_October_17_2011 (1).pdf 

__________________________ 

Globe1234.org/meho provides several links, including the information requested by Dr. Dike. The wording has been corrected from 

"Dr. Dike paid a $25,000 penalty..." to read " Dr. Dike was ordered to pay a $25,000 penalty..." The SEC lien indicates it had not been 

paid by 3/21/2014. Apologies for assuming it was paid. 

http://globe1234.org/meho/

